to gather the greatest possible amount of reliable information from any given single X-ray picture. I hope also by the way to demonstrate some of the more immediate practical consequences of a highly paradoxical thesis, to which, since I first suggested it early in 1901, I have been unable, so far as I know, to win one single medical convert.1 In photography the centre of projection lies between the object to be taken and the picture plane ; in radiography and ?ordinary shadow projection from a near point the object lies between the picture plane and the centre of projection, while in ordinary drawing the picture plane is actually or mentally kept between the centre of projection and the object to be drawn. Practically as the case may be, the centre of pr?" jection is the optical centre of the camera lenses or the pinhole ?of a pinhole camera, or it is the X-ray centre of emission of the tocus tube, or a small luminous flame, and in the case of an ?ordinary drawing it is the optical centre of the draughtsman's Tefractive media of one or other eye, the eye itself being a small camera.
When the picture plane (as in ordinary drawing) is between the object and the centre of projection, it may be conveniently spoken of as a graphic plane, the image being smaller than the object as a rule. In the case of radiography or ordinary shado^ projection we may speak of the picture plane on the far side of the object from the centre of projection as a diagraphic plane, 
